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l. a) Define constant current source. Also draw the circuit diagram of constant

current source. 5

b) Define:

1) lnput bias current

2) lnput offset voltage

3) Slew rate. 5

c) What are the advantages of differential amplifier over single input amplifiers ? 5

d) Draw and explain the circuit of differential amplifier with a current mirror load. 5

e) Explain the working of comparator circuit with neat circuit diagram. 5

f) Explain the working of non-inverting amplitier with neat circuit diagram. 5

g) Draw the circuit diagram of all pass filter and explain why we need all pass

filter. 5

h) Define the following :

1) O factor of a filter

2) B.W. of a filter. 5
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ll. a) Draw and explain a simplified schematic circuit of op".p Z+t.

OR
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b) i) Explain the following with neat circuit diagram :

1) Current mirror

2) Darlington pair.

ii) The output of opamp voltage follower is a triangular wave with 6 V peak to
peak voltage amplitude and frequency 2MHz for a square wave input of
frequency 2MHz and 8 V peakto peak amplitude. What is the slew rate of
the opamp ?

lll. a) Explain the DC operation of source coupled pair differential amplifier. Also
derive the equation for maximum and minimum differential input voltage.
Also derive the equation for maximum and minimum common mode input
voltage.

OR

b) i) Explain how the output level shifting is achieved in the differential
amplifier ? 7

ii) Explain the working of non-inverting summer with neat circuit diagram. I
lV. a) Explain the working of instrumentation amplifier with neat circuit diagram.

Derive the equation for gain. AIso list out the advantages of instrumentation
amplifier. 15

OR

b) Explain the working of antilog amplifierwith a neat circuit diagram and derive
the equation for output voltage. 15

V. a) Draw the circuit diagram of a second order Buttenruorth Sallenkey configuration
low pass filter and derive the equation for transfer function, H(s). 15

OR

b) Explain de Lyannis configuration band pass filter with neat circuit diagram
and proper derivation. 15
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